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Introduction
I believe in art. That’s why, for this third edition of the Atlántica online magazine, I
have only invited artists who share this faith in the expressiveness of art.
After centuries under the control of secular rulers and religion, art finally eked out its
autonomy some time ago – a fact brilliantly expressed in the title sin título. Art had
become totally free; it no longer needed a direct purpose.
This trend has seen another reversal in recent years; art these days once again
needs a decipherable purpose and meaning, a clearly articulated, objectively
manifest cause. It requires a politically correct theme to address in order to be
socially recognised and successful, and understood by the masses.
That’s why I called together artists who have seemingly shirked such
categorisations, who do not need any labels, and who have refused to pander to the
regressive, positivist 19th-century thinking that is currently so prevalent.
The common thread linking all the artists presented here is their altruism. None of
them have cowed to the market and its demands. Implicitly or even explicitly, but
always under the guise of aesthetics, they resist the status quo and social wrongs;
their works are the result of an ethical and moral imperative, and have remained
totally uncorrupted. The artists featured here do not hash out a particular subject
to the point of regurgitating it over and over. They instead successfully seek a new,
specific means of expression for each idea.
The collection of artists I have featured here are true icons: Lázaro Saavedra, who
has long been the solid rock of the Cuban scene, unflinching and always brimming
with positive irony and a love for the world despite all adversity and duress;
Betsabeé Romero, the only artist in Mexico to fuse arte popular with contemporary
art in a way that breaks new ground in art and constantly redefines the outmoded,
academicised concept of culture; Argentines Lolo and Lauti, whose focus is on the
all-but-lost tradition of queer political drag cabarets, which they are helping achieve
an unimagined revival – in a cheeky, fresh, witty, eccentric and totally contemporary
style; Colombian Juan Manuel Echavarría, who has spent many years exploring the
social, political and humanitarian situation of his home country, ravaged by civil war,
and not only documents this through harrowing art, but is also personally active
in these matters, along with his helpers; Argentine Nicola Costantino, whose work
is dedicated to morbo and all things sinister, violent and dark, though these also
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undergo a unique aesthetic exaltation in her art; finally there is José Damasceno,
the epitome of an enigmatic artist, whose creations are often cryptic, but which
generally break new ground when it comes to their possible interpretations: ‘It is
really important to deal with what you do not know.’ (JD)
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Dr. Hans-Michael Herzog

E D I T O R I A L C O O R D I N AT O R

Born in 1956, Hans-Michael Herzog studied art history,
philosophy, and classical archaeology at the University of
Bonn, and was awarded his PhD in 1984 with a focus on
Venetian Proto-Renaissance Sculpture.
From 1987 until 1989, Dr. Herzog worked for the
Bayerische Staatsgemäldesammlungen, München.
Photography: Humberto Vélez

Between 1989 and 1999 he was Curator of the Kunsthalle
Bielefeld.

From 2000 to 2015 Dr. Herzog has been the Artistic Director and Chief Curator of
the Daros Latinamerica Collection based in Zürich, Switzerland. From 2005 to 2009
he was the Artistic Director of the Daros Collection, also based in Zürich. He was
Founding Director of the Casa Daros in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
Critical writer on art and architecture, Dr. Herzog has been responsible for numerous
exhibitions and publications, largely on international contemporary art. Including:
ManoloMillares (1992), Kunst um Kunst (1993), Jürgen Klauke: Prosecuritas (1994),
The Body/ Le Corps (1994), Sean Scully: The Catherine Paintings (1995), Langlands
& Bell(1995), Jonathan Lasker: Paintings (1997), Ronald Bladen: Sculpture
(1998), LaMirada: Looking at Photography in Latin America today (2002), Cantos
cuentoscolombianos: arte colombiano contemporáneo (2004), Le Parc Lumière:
obrascinéticas de Julio Le Parc (2005), Fabian Marcaccio: Paintant Stories (2005),
Seduções:Soares, Meireles, Neto (2006), Guillermo Kuitca: Das Lied von der Erde
(2006), CarlosAmorales: Dark Mirror (2007), Face to Face ( 2007), Painted! (2008),
For You / Parausted (2009), Antonio Dias: Anywhere Is My Land (2009), Luis
Camnitzer (2010), NicolaCostantino (2011), Wifredo Díaz Valdéz (2011), Ilusiones
(2014), Made in Brasil (2015), Cuba: ficción y fantasía (2015).
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Juan Manuel Echavarría
Text by Hans-Michael Herzog
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«My art is not about decorating walls. It’s about tearing them down»

J

uan Manuel Echavarría belongs to a generation of Colombian artists whose
work shares a causal link with the social and political situation in their country.
And is it any wonder – after over 50 years of effective civil war that continues to
rage in Colombia to this day. A whole host of his contemporaries have considered it
their ethical obligation to express their political views through art.

Juan Manuel Echavarría was somewhat late to the visual-arts party – but he made
up for this in his intensity and thoroughness. He had previously been channelling his
creative juices into literature and poetry, though after several decades, he felt these
were no longer a sufficiently expressive means of articulating his artistic thoughts.
As a writer, he was of course more than au fait with the use of metaphors and
imagery. So he set about adopting a direct approach to an image, creating it one for
one in the form of a photo, thereby perhaps sending out a more accurate message
and getting straight to the point.
It was through photography that Echavarría quickly moved into video as the perfect,
broader means of expressing and documenting his content. This more complex
approach required a team, particularly also a kindred artistic partner, whom he
found in young Colombian artist Fernando Grisales. The pair have now been
working together for some twenty years.
But his early video piece War and peace, 2001 (single channel video, 9:00 min)
demonstrates that good art doesn’t necessarily need a whole workforce behind
it. Echavarría had spent months getting two parrots to practise the words ‘guerra’
(‘war’) and ‘paz’ (‘peace’), which they then performed in a hilarious ‘singing game’,
sitting on a horizontal beam and fighting over their positions: the male fluffs his
feathers up and squawks ‘guerra’, while the female, hustled off the beam by the
uncouth macho, utters her ‘paz’ in a meeker, almost sheepish tone. It is a wonderful
and humorous metaphor, both for the ‘battle of the sexes’ and for the situation in
Colombia Guerra y Pa - es | Juan Manuel Echavarría
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Echavarría created one of his most important works in 2003/2004 in the form of
Bocas de ceniza (‘Mouths of Ash’) Mouths of ash - es | Juan Manuel Echavarría
(single channel video, 18:50 min), whose authenticity and intensity is unparalleled.
Witnesses of wartime atrocities and massacres sing simple, self-composed songs
in which they try to describe and cathartically process their experiences and the
inexpressible, as if in an act of self-therapy. Rarely has this topic been documented
so candidly and harrowingly.

Luzmila Palacios. Mouths of ash. 2003-2004
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This work saw Echavarría break new ground in art at the time by shifting from
being a politically engaged artist only portraying his own personal views on the
subjects of violence and war to the public sociopolitical sphere, where he also used
image material as a means of documentation. This marked the start of his move
to fuse artwork and documentation. While still maintaining the aesthetic aspects,
Echavarría thus entered the world of political reality, giving a voice to those who
would otherwise go unheard, but who have a lot to say – more than all the others
who could not be there.
As a logical consequence of his new personal experiences, Juan Manuel Echavarría
soon (2006) established a foundation, the Fundación Puntos de Encuentro
http://fundacionpuntosdeencuentro.org/, which has certainly lived up to its name
of ‘meeting places’. This initiative has given rise to a number of ground-breaking
projects and activities. The painting workshops with ex-fighters, held between 2007
and 2009, were of tremendous socio-political significance. Juan Manuel Echavarría
and Fernando Grisales invited former members of the FARC and ELN ‘terrorist
groups’, as well as former AUC paramilitary fighters and ordinary soldiers from the
Colombian army to record and recount their wartime experiences through images.
Given the political situation in Colombia at the time, this was akin to a revolutionary
act.
The result was nearly 500 images documenting Colombia’s civil war, with all its
unfathomable atrocities and trauma, which were then displayed in many Colombian
cities. A concept still unthinkable at the time – namely the creators of all these
works being publicly named – has now actually become possible. At the Bogotá
Book Fair in 2009, I attended a panel discussion where Echavarría was joined at
the same table by representatives of the FARC and AUC – a giant step towards
normalising humanitarianism, though this has now unfortunately again been called
into question by Colombia’s current policymakers.
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Henry "the Swedish" tortures a human being. The war we haven't seen. 2007-2009

Discussing these matters inevitably raises the issue of the extent to which the
question of perpetrator and victim needs to be fundamentally reframed. Because,
all too often, the perpetrators themselves are victims of a cruel systemic cycle;
after all, most of the would-be perpetrators have been gang-pressed as children
and adolescents, under extreme duress. The crucial aspect of the artisticdocumentation approach adopted by Echavarría and Grisales is that they do
not talk about the victims externally, but rather work with the victims and allow
them to speak for themselves. Also of tremendous importance in this context is
Colombia’s current use of restorative justice, a criminal justice system focusing on
rehabilitating offenders through reconciliation with their victims and the community.
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In their extensive video series entitled The war we haven't seen. Echavarría
and Grisales ultimately combine the aforementioned images (produced in the
workshops) with their creators’ relevant comments (as audio documentation) and
drone footage of the described landscapes and villages, adding a topographical
dimension to the verbal and graphic descriptions of past events. The video
Amargura y sufrimiento en los portales del Río Fragüita (‘Grief and suffering by the
River Fragüita’) as part of the Ríos y silencios (‘Rivers and silences’) series (photo)

Author: Maria Lilia. 2008. Vinyl paint on MDF. 140 x 150 cm. B039 - 0144
This painting is part of The war that we have not seen of the painting the video with the same name is created
and this video is part of the Rivers and Silences Series
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Amargura y sufrimiento en los portales del Río Fragüita is an impressive example of
this.
The works by Echavarría and Grisales are muted in their appearance but have all the
more lasting an impact. Requiem NN tells of an initially odd-seeming custom that
residents of the city of Puerto Berrio, on the Río Magdalena, have been following
for several years. In view of the countless dead bodies simply thrown into the river
to permanently get rid of them during the chaos of civil war, the city’s residents
decided to fish the body parts out of the river and bury them decently as ‘NN’ (Latin:
nomen nescio) alongside the other dead in their local cemetery – thereby fighting
back against the notion of being anonymously forgotten.

Requiem NN.Puerto Berrio. 2006-2013
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Over time, the new dead, the ‘NN’, were honoured, and all manner of assistance and
miracles were offered to them – as a return gift in this new symbiotic relationship,
they were shown affection, their graves were looked after, and, in some cases, they
were effectively adopted posthumously, i.e. they were given new names in a bid to
help restore their lost dignity. http://www.requiemnnfilm.com/index.html

Requiem NN. Puerto Berrio. 2006-2013
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Juan Manuel Echavarría. Silences

Silencios saw the two artists spend years taking very impressive, poetic
photographs of blackboards in dilapidated classrooms that had fallen victim
to the chaos of war in Colombia’s jungles, and which, without roofs, protection
and children, had been robbed of their former function. The pair have found
and photographed over 200 blackboards in recent years. The sheer absence of
everything our children so desperately need is expressed here in a highly poignant,
horrifically laconic manner.
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Cracked silence. Las Palmas. Bolívar. 2011

There is no more education here, no culture, no communication, no rules, no
cohesion, no advancement, no goal and no future. These images, like all of the
works by Echavarría and Grisales, rock us to our core. We often don’t even know
whether to scream or just cry. The blackboard bearing the text "The beautiful thing
is to be alive’’ in scrawled, spidery writing is heart-breaking. (Fig.)
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Over the years, Juan Manuel Echavarría has become a realistic artist.
Together with Fernando Grisales, he brings us a step closer to the unspeakable, such
that we could almost understand it, were it not so incomprehensible.
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Juan Manuel Echavarría
Writer and photographer originally from Medellín. In 1981 he wrote La Gran
Catarata, in which he explored mythology and metaphor. Passionate about the
oral richness of the people of Baru, in the Colombian Cabildo, in 1986 he
opened the Casa Amarilla, a cultural centre promoting Baru art. La Gran
Catarata was followed in 1991 by a book of short stories, Moros en la Costa,
which is the result of his research in the Archive of the Indies in Seville and his
reading of the great stories of the chroniclers of the Indies. In 1995 he entered
the world of photography and, starting with Retratos, his first series, he began
to investigate violence in Colombia through art. This research took him many
years and several expeditions in which Echavarría experienced first-hand the
horrors of war. From these journeys, together with the production company
LuloFilms, he made the documentary Réquiem N.N. (2013), a tribute to the
disappeared of Puerto Berrío in Antioquia.
https://publicaciones.eafit.edu.co/index.php/coherencia/Juan_Manuel_Echavarria
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Nicola Costantino
Text by Hans-Michael Herzog
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N

icola Costantino is an extraordinary artist with one of the most exciting
personalities in the Latin-American art community. With the painstaking skill
of a surgeon and the loving care of a pathologist for their subject, she slaughters
and dissects calves, pigs and other animals; she is at home among farm animals,
happily embalming, transplanting, making hybrids and fusions. If he had known her
work, the famous Austrian artist Hermann Nitsch would surely have been green with
envy.

Golden Shoes
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“Death has a profound and inevitable transformative potential which must be
fulfilled. And that causes fear. The kind of art I’m interested in is akin to death, in
that transformative potential. It has an anti-economic and politically incorrect thrust
that could bother those who believe that an artwork should reflect a certain moral. I
usually get mixed up in things that are not likeable. Some people say that my art is
provocative; for me it is natural. The ability to cause an affect runs through all my
work.” (NC, 2013)
Nicola Costantino works with a childlike innocence and, at once, with cruel
elegance. Suspended from a ceiling rail, an apparently happy little pig goes around
in circles above our heads. Maybe it is on its way to the abattoir.

Pig
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She uses tiny silicone chicken heads to create a doily for a conventional small-town
home.

Chicken head doily

She designs flesh-coloured handbags with anus patterns. Her “Mouth Trilogy”
shows a pig’s snout coming out of a human mouth, with a chicken’s head and neck
in turn hanging from the snout.
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Mouth trilogy

It all causes a very strange and grotesque impression. But, at the end of the day,
don’t we all live in a perverse world? With her art, Nicola Costantino offers us a
brutal interpretation, though sometimes tongue in cheek.
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The artefacts Nicola Costantino creates seem more artificial than other art forms.
She presents fantastic mechanical dolls or monster-like creatures in a bizarre game
rife with suspense, located somewhere between magic and menace. She also
involves herself directly in her works, thus creating a new art figure: in the almost
psychopathological, obsessive unfolding of her own doppelgänger—or perhaps
even her own phantom—Nicola keeps turning around Nicola.

Death trilogy
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“Well, actually, I’ve always felt that artificiality in my work. Sometimes I feel that
my work is like a sort of role I play, acting and giving life to something.” (Nicola
Costantino, Hatje Cantz Verlag, 2013, p.28)

Narcisa

“The mythological origin of the double is in the still water of a pond: where we see
ourselves reflected we recognize ourselves. The mirror enables self-awareness.”
“The psychoanalytic concept of identification, as defined by Freud, is grounded in
the double: the double is the ominous, in other words, the uncanny familiar, what is
so familiar that is seems strange and produces horror.
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For Jung, the double is the shadow. According to the Swedish playwright Strindberg,
if you see your double that means you are going to die. The Nicola artefact
exists because of my creation; its alterity reinforces my identity. Two bodies, one
single soul. The best encounter is with oneself; my double is an antidote against
loneliness.”

In front of the TV

Nicola Costantino’s work represents the absolute ambiguity that ultimately
permeates all our lives. “To me ambiguity is what makes it all interesting. When
there are two opposite forces in tension, they keep each other at bay, making it
impossible for either of them to become absolute, and the result is very powerful.
I like that very much, and I always try to achieve it: to balance, for instance, what
tends to be cadaverous with a dose of noticeable beauty.” (p.30)
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With her subtle irony and her elegant mockery, Nicola does not pull up short of
herself: for instance, when she fixes her cruel and scathing Bette Davis-like eyes on
us, disclosing a profoundly black sense of humour.

Arbus

With pleasure and success, she plunders the history of art in search of ever new
images, to paraphrase them in her recreations, in which she mostly uses herself
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Nicola artefact with Achilles

and her own face or body. That said, she never exposes her objects to ridicule, and
definitely not her self-representations, bordering on madness. She always keeps the
necessary distance in her precarious, dazzling play that fluctuates between kitsch,
cliché, tastelessness and an insatiable hunger for glamour and beauty, driven by the
inexhaustible need to constantly create new objects of desire.
It goes without saying that all this involves a good deal of personal obsessions and
a decided inclination toward morbid curiosity and decadence. Of course, Costantino
could not ignore the figure of Eva Perón.
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Eva dressed by Dior

Rapsodia inconclusa, the artist’s incredible installation—a fantastic panopticon
faithful to Costantino’s aesthetic sense—for the 55th Venice Biennale in 2013, caused
quite a political stir and moralizing debates in her native Argentina.
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Nicola Costantino’s aestheticizing presentations are relentless and merciless, of
peerless elegance and unprecedented; this is the source of their explosiveness
and exceptional charm. One gets the impression that Nicola Costantino’s original
intention is contained almost one-hundred percent in her artefacts: something
incredibly rare in our art world.
“HMH: Who do you make your work for? Is it for yourself?
NC: Yes. I wouldn’t sacrifice any part of the main idea of a work to satisfy anyone,
and I don’t care if the work is interpreted in a reductionist way or even criticized in
bad faith (which often occurs). My concern is limited to a situation that is crossed
by the ambiguity or ethical contradictions we discussed before […] Art is not meant
to please the majority. It’s the only expression that doesn’t have the aim to please
anybody, that doesn’t have a business goal. Everything around us is aimed to sell
something, or at least to please. Art doesn’t have that obligation.”
HMH: Is your work political, Nicola?
NC: Yes, it’s political. In my work, the political element is very important because it’s
always present in relation to any conflictive social behaviour. I don’t pass judgment
on the contradictions I’m showing, because I myself usually incarnate the behaviour
that’s being questioned: I’m the one who eats meat, I’m the one who goes through
cosmetic surgery. So, it is a political work, but not in the traditional sense of Latin
American political art, where the artist has a particular moral position from which
they denounce immoralities through their work […] You could say that what I do isn’t
politically correct. But I don’t believe that what generally passes for correct should
drive politics itself. I prefer a political incorrectness that obligates the viewer to
analyse my works long enough to discover how they have to look at them. Even their
formal beauty has a dash of evil mixed into it.
Just the same, there’s a strange and special commitment between the visual artist
and the ethics their works show. In literature or in cinema instead, there’s a distance
that allows the writer or the filmmaker to display, for instance, a highly violent
setting without becoming personally identified with what their work is showing. I
think that this has to do with the fact that plastic art is really visceral and it hasn’t
been tamed. Besides, there’s a question of habit; if you think about all the time we
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spend watching films and television and how much time we spend in a museum,
the difference is enormous. Not numbed by the habit of experiencing art, we’re
more vulnerable, more sensitive when we come into contact with an artwork. So the
viewer’s reaction is also much more direct, much more visceral, and the questions
that arise have more to do with instinct than with reason.”
(extracts from interview between HMH and NC, in: Nicola Costantino, 2013, Hatje
Cantz Verlag, pp. 26, 27, 32, 33)
nicolacostantino.com.ar
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Nicola Costantino
She was born in Rosario, where she was trained and took her first professional
steps until 1994, when she moved to Buenos Aires to take part in the Barracas
Workshop of the Fundación Antorchas, coordinated by Pablo Suárez and Luis
Fernando Benedit. Since 1997, her presence on the international circuit has
been consolidated with her participation in different fairs and biennials. In 1998
she represented Argentina at the Sao Paulo Biennial and at the first Liverpool
Biennial. A male nipple corset became part of the MOMA collection. Later she
showed her work at the MNBA in Buenos Aires and in the projects room of the
Joan Miró Foundation in Barcelona. The year 2004 was a turning point in her
career: on the one hand, she completed the series Animal, Motion Planet,
which marked the end of her research with fur and animals; at the same time,
she launched Savon de corps, at the MALBA, the first occasion on which she
became the protagonist of her own work. Two years later, her meeting with
Gabriel Valansi, signifies her entry into the world of photography with two lines
of work: references to significant works in the history of art and those in which
she crosses elements of her imaginary or identity as an artist. The constant is
the iconographic protagonism of the author herself.
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Betsabeé Romero
Artist project
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Betsabeé Romero
Mexican artist, graduated in communication with a specialisation in participatory
communication in 1984 at UIA, Master in Visual Arts at UNAM in 1986; Diploma
de I´Ecole Superieur de Beaux Arts in 1989, and PhD candidate in Art History
at UNAM between 1990-1993. She has held more than one hundred solo
exhibitions on five continents, including the British Museum, Grand Palais, York
Avenue in Washington, Vieille Bourse in Lille, France; installations in the Zócalo
in Mexico City, Nevada Museum of Art, Neuberger Museum, Nelson &amp;amp;
Atkins Museum of Art, Museo Anahuacalli, Antiguo Colegio de San Ildefonso,
Museo Amparo in Puebla, MARCO in Monterrey, Canberra University Museum,
Carrillo Gil Museum, La Recoleta in Buenos Aires, Mexico Pavilion at Expo
Dubai 2020, La Place du Louvre.
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José Damasceno
Artist project
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I

nstead of a text about the artist, I would like to present a text composed by José
Damasceno himself. It is a poetic but philosophical text from 2001, which reflects
on an artist’s creative process, as well as the associated spiritual, intellectual and
mental conditions and concomitant phenomena. It is rare to find the inexpressible
so beautifully articulated outside of only the very best literature. That’s why I think
readers will forgive the fact that the only person talking about the artist here is the
artist himself.

Condensador cromático, 2021, wool, glass, wood, 86 x 121 x 16 cm
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“It is crucial to engage with what you do not know.”
“We could imagine sap flowing through all plants, the same everywhere, right now;
or we could also imagine the circulation of human blood, as happens all over the
world, over a span of barely three hours; we could follow a randomly chosen coin as
it exchanges hands countless times, and perhaps, as a result of this quest, discover
some strange design. We could relativize the movement of automobiles at the very
moment the lights are turned on at home, intuiting the route and the presence of the
electricity required and of fuel as it moves back and forth between the engine and
its parts.
We could now conceive all those phone connections, financial transactions,
interconnected computers, people working, talking, fighting, laughing, different
languages, different codes. In the same way we could recognize the movements
of all the different types of fish and aquatic creatures found in the oceans and sea
depths.

Cirandar todos, 2014, wood, magnet, 150 pieces, diameter 900 cm
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Reality, or what we call real, has countless strata, layers, dimensions, densities,
conditions, porosities, channels, with an unimaginable, structural complexity which
moves, grows and modifies, second by second, in another vast universe of different
points of view. For some reason, I think of the existence of a myriad of images
which inhabit and survive in all of us. In this way, our own image, for instance, would
inhabit in “various” versions in the imagination and the memory of those who know
us. A myriad of ourselves.
If we multiply this fact by all the people around us, and so on successively, taking
into consideration not just persons but also objects, laws, procedures, houses,
cities, streets, roads and paths, and, as well as all that, memories, loves, stories,
behaviours, perhaps we could get closer to a kind of astonishing imaginary reality.
This would lead us to suppose the possibility that we can walk through this subtle
area which, although apparently volatile, has an extremely concrete presence; an
area dense in image-generating viscosity.

Monitor-Crayon, 2012, crayon, wood, steel, 240 x 350 x 90 cm
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A habitat made up by infinite worlds which are interpreted in a strange intertwining,
surfaces that fold, that touch each other in perpetual and consecutive torsion
which are in fact psychic rivers, tributaries, sources and springs which run and
flow relentlessly into spiritual oceans with their currents, tides, calm seas, waves,
storms. This landscape can be glimpsed suddenly as we stroll through the densely
populated neighbourhood of any big city. Every apartment, building or block houses
thousands of lives, stories, passions, dreams, ideas, miseries, tragedies, hate and
happiness.
Thoughts and acts that are organized in a complex living chaos, full of desire, of
feeling, and ultimately of movement. I think that it is absolutely fascinating to
travel through these places and to discover the association of disparate elements
which are strangely close to one another. We discern an opportunity to pour out our
identity, to dissolve it in the cosmos; to try to affirm and to see the contradictions,
inconsistencies and conflicts which form part of this world, or to simply take
pleasure in the radical fact that we are immersed in a completely hallucinatory and
wonderful circumstance, a substance called life, contact with which some people
call art.”
Dr Hans-Michael Herzog
Art historian, critic, curator

O presságio seguinte (experiência sobre a visibilidade de uma substância dinámica), 1997,
mannequin, cloth, threads, ca. 250 x 700 x 250 cm
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José Damasceno
Artist originally from Rio de Janeiro, who uses a wide range of materials,
techniques, and media to investigate the limits of sculpture. Damasceno´s
poetics is based on dislocation and estrangement to conceive fluid and
changing perspectives of the representation of space. His research focuses on
questions of surface and depth, of solidity and gravity, producing a physical and
experimental sensation in the viewer through his or her contact with the work.
He has exhibited regularly in Brazil since 1993 and abroad since 1995. He has
held solo exhibitions in important venues such as Santander Cultural, Porto
Alegre, Brazil (2015); Holborn Library, London, United Kingdom; Casa FrançaBrasil, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (2014); and Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina
Sofía, Madrid, Spain (2008), among others.
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Lázaro Saavedra
Artist project
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Lázaro Saavedra
Havana, 1964. Graduated in 1988 from the Instituto Superior de Arte (ISA) in
Havana, specialising in painting. He has taught Plastic Arts at the Faculty of
Artistic Education of the ISPEJV, at the San Alejandro National Academy of
Plastic Arts and at the Faculty of Plastic Arts of the ISA. He has held numerous
solo and joint exhibitions both in Cuba and abroad, in which he has combined
his conceptual work with different means of expression – installations, the body,
new media, and others. He has has been granted different residencies and
grants in Germany, Canada, Cuba, the United States, Japan, the United
Kingdom, Switzerland, and Italy. He has collaborated with illustrations and
design for alternative publications such as Albur, Credo, Memoria de la
Postguerra and Enema. He was a member of the Puré group, the Pilón project,
and the Enema collective. Creator of the I-MEIL Gallery (2007), a work that
uses e-mail as a means of artistic creation. For the results achieved in his
teaching career, the ISA awarded him the Diploma for Pedagogical Merit in
2000 and the Diploma of Honour in 2007. He holds the distinction for National
Culture in 1999 and the National Prize for Plastic Arts in 2014, among others.
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Lolo y Lauti
by Adrienne Samos
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Lolo & Lauti
or
The artist as scenographer in their own community
(it’s a matter of feeling)

Friendship is the great Argentinean passion.
Jorge Luis Borges
Adrienne Samos
How can intense, meaningful collaborations be established between artists
and communities in Panama City? This question is the driving force behind the
international public art project its curators have called Ciudad Múltiple 500, or CM500
for short, which is a successor of sorts to ciudadMULTIPLEcity, the mega-event held in
2003.1 Adopting a different tack, CM500 has taken a more modest conception, to be
unfolded over a span of several years and with people from the city itself, not just as
subjects of attention and interaction, but as active participants. As artists.
Lolo y Lauti were the first artists invited to take part in this urban experiment. Why this
Argentinian duo?2 Plenty of reasons, some of which I will go into later. But, of all the
human qualities that directly impinge upon their lives and their art practice, the crucial
one is affection.

1

Humberto Vélez and I, Adrienne Samos, are the curators of CM500, the urban project ongoing since 2018. On the previous event, 		
curated by Gerardo Mosquera and Samos in 2003, see: G. Mosquera & A. Samos, eds. (2004), ciudadMULTIPLEcity. Arte>Panamá 2003.
Arte urbano y ciudades globales: una experiencia en contexto, Amsterdam: KIT Publishers; Rich Potter (2003), ciudadMULTIPLEcity. 		
Arte>Panamá 2003, video, 50:02 min., https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dpGd6vF8ALI; and A. Samos (spring 2013), “Panama City: A 		
Pandora’s Box for Contemporary Art” in ReVista, the Harvard Review of Latin America: The Panama Issue, Cambridge: David Rockefeller 		
Center, 50-53.

2

The Buenos Aires-based artists Lorenzo Lolo Anzoátegui (1980) and Lautaro Lauti Camino (1986), whose initial background is
in theatre and film, joined forces in 2011. Their solo shows include Localidades agotadas, curated by Raúl Flores (Barro, Buenos Aires, 		
2021), El mundo del espectáculo (Casa Nacional de Bicentenario, Buenos Aires, 2019), Carmen (CM500, Museo de Arte Contemporáneo,
Panama City; Malba, Buenos Aires; and Galeria Vermelho, Sao Paulo, 2018), the adaptation of the contemporary opera by Robert Ashley 		
Perfect Lives (Teatro Colón, Buenos Aires, 2016) and the performance Me huevo loca (arteBA, Buenos Aires, 2019). They have shown 		
their work in museums, galleries and festivals in USA, Mexico, Colombia, Chile, Uruguay, Panama and several European
countries. They are the curators of Perfuch, Argentina’s biggest annual performance festival.
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Lolo y Lauti, Carmen, 2018-2021, single-channel video installation, wrought iron
frame, electrical lamp, carnations, rose and bottle, 112 x 17 cm.
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For CM500, Lolo y Lauti proposed making a filmed adaptation of the opera Carmen
with members of Panama’s drag and trans community:
Drag is an art of aspiration and of appropriation that lies at the heart of
contemporary sensibility, introducing a code of creative theft in which
citation and mimesis are always springboards for ironically amplifying
idiosyncrasy, caricature and exchange of knowledge. And so, we came
up with the idea of a drag, contemporary and Panamanian version of our
favourite opera, Carmen, by the French composer Georges Bizet (1875).
Extravagant and over the top, this history of slut-shaming and femicide
has got everything.3
Lolo y Lauti flew to Panama City in October 2018 and stayed for over one month.
A week after arriving, they were joined by the artist Rodrigo Moraes, a regular
collaborator of the duo in several performances and especially in editing their
audiovisuals.4 They met the CM500 team and a lot of other people, explored the
terrain and moved to the city’s old quarters to live in the large attic of the building
that once housed the country’s first conservatory.
They spent long hours in that beautiful, symbolic and somewhat ramshackle space,
day after day, casting all the different candidates for roles in Carmen. (They were
all chosen). And that’s where they rehearsed, filmed and edited their contemporary
opera.
There was a lot more to the casting than a mere series of conventional auditions. It
involved no more nor less that making friends. Upstairs, in the vast attic with the
big balconies and tall windows of the former conservatory, Lolo y Lauti (and Rodri)
created a relaxed, open and intimate atmosphere. Life stories, rituals of dressing
and make-up, performances and lip-syncs of each one of the drag divas’ favourite
songs and, naturally, the arias from Carmen: it all went into the footage for the
production of the film.

3

Lolo y Lauti (2018), Carmen de Panamá (preliminary proposal, unpublished), 1.

4

Rodrigo Moraes (Montevideo, 1985), artist, performer, filmmaker, drawer, scriptwriter and designer, is co-author (with Dani Umpi) of
the book El vestido de mamá (Montevideo: Criatura Editora, 2011) and holder of the Laboratorio de Acción (Complejo Teatral San
Martin) and Yungas scholarships in 2019. He lives and works between Buenos Aires and Montevideo. See: rodrigomora.es
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Lolo y Lauti, En las garras del doctor Quijote (In the clutches of Dr. Quixote), 2020, aluminium
and iron structure, fan, television screen and multimedia player, 100 x 80 x 80 cm.
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En las garras del doctor Quijote (In the Clutches of Dr Quixote).

The second thing that fascinated us about Lolo y Lauti was their will to bring
into play many different alternative presents. They not only erase the boundaries
between art and spectacle, but also between artist and audience.5 Making the most
of any resource at hand (if there is money, good and well, but if there isn’t, too bad)
they appropriate highly disparate codes in order to keep giving our sensibilities
another amazing twist of the screw.
Their iconography comes from showbiz, internet and television
but also magazines and theme parks. Fictional
characters
like Mafalda and TV divas like Moria Casán are put under the
same spotlight in a LSD remix riddled with theatrical nods.
And just as they include elements of the mass media in art,
they conceive art with mass media strategies. They neither
overstate nor malign their references, but rather hypertrophy
them to the point in which critique and fanaticism meet.6

5

“... before performance was called performance Nacha [Guevara] was already there.” See Delfina Bustamante, “La saciedad del
espectáculo”, A*DESK, 24 June 2019, https://a-desk.org/magazine/la-saciedad-del-espectaculo/

6

Lolo y Lauti, loloylauti.com
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Lolo y Lauti, Ah, pero anoche… (Ah, but last night...), 2021, single-channel video installation, projection,
wooden obelisk painted with PU coating, dimensions variable.
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Ah, pero anoche... (Ah, but last night...)

In his essay “The Artist as Ethnographer”—in allusion to “The Author as Producer”
(1934) by Walter Benjamin—Hal Foster describes the anthropological shift taken
by the committed artist to get beyond “exclusionary definitions of art and artist,
identity and community”. In essence, the attention has shifted from the field of
economic relations to that of cultural identity. Having said that, the artist is still
personally distanced from “the site of political [and] artistic transformation.” So,
where then is it situated? Benjamin’s scathing reply is still valid today: it is usually
“that of a benefactor, of an ideological patron: an impossible place.”7

7

Hal Foster (1995), “The Artist as Ethnographer” in G. E. Marcus & F. R. Myers, eds., The Traffic in Culture: Refiguring Art and
Anthropology, Berkeley: University of California Press, pp. 302-309.
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What then is the place of Lolo y Lauti? They are artists committed with getting
beyond all exclusionary definitions, but their place is not somewhere else. For
them, otherness is not over there or down there, but right here. The subject of their
artistic research is none other than their own community. A community with which
the Argentinian duo reinvent themselves with total freedom. They pick and borrow
from here and there, as if everything was to be found in an old trunk of theatre
props, and they rehearse with a wide range of strategies, representations and
ideas. A very Buenos Aires community, which, at once, embraces people like Liza
Minnelli, Claes Oldenburg or drag queens from Panama. A performative community,
because it comes into play in a thousand ways (to start with, in its parties and in
its smartphones). Its members pose and speak for themselves. They are all artists.
They are all goddesses.

Lolo y Lauti, Me huevo loca, (Egging Me Crazy), 2019, eight-hour performance, arteBA, UV gallery,
Buenos Aires. | Photo: Santiago Orti.
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Precisely on the day that Carmen by Lolo y Lauti was being premiered at Museo de
Arte Contemporáneo de Panamá (MAC), it occurred to the president of China to visit
his Panamanian counterpart. For his personal safety, he gave an order (yes, Xi Jinping
also gives orders in our country) to cut off traffic in the streets of a large part of the
city, including the one that leads to MAC.
What could we do? Fear and trembling, as K, the Dane, said.

Lolo y Lauti, La One, (The One), 2001, single-channel video installation, television screen, wooden ballet
barre and metal brackets, dimensions variable.

In the composite version Lolo y Lauti (and Rodri) put on of the opera Carmen, each
drag queen played their own version of Carmen, the wild gypsy woman whose
name means charisma who is stabbed to death by her jealous lover. The cast, with
their stage names, comprised Rosario Arias Castaño, Laidy Boo, Lana Michelle
Visser Carangi, Charlie Chiskei (who also played Don José), Ja’la De La Fressange,
Galilea De La Fressange, Lanesys Nicole Harts, Miss Veneno Fraimpark (R.I.P.),
Conchota Grande Iriarte Fraimpark, Lolita Starfish Fraimpark Von Dee, Bubblegum
Fraimpark, Alexa Fraimpark, Lorena Iriarte Fraimpark, Libia Fraimpark, Cordelia
Fraimpark, Jamie Rivers Fraimpark, Angela Victoria Jhanono, Yineth Layevska,
Brittany Yokasta Smith King and Dragnessa Williams.
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Lolo y Lauti, El mundo del espectáculo (The world of showbiz), 2019, exhibition curated by Mariana Obersztern,
exhibition view, Casa Nacional del Bicentenario, Buenos Aires. | Photo: Santiago Orti.

“The drag scene in Panama is very diverse and sophisticated.” (Lauti)

“The Fraimparks are, for us, perhaps the best young art collective in Latin America
right now.” (Lolo)8

8

Both quotes are taken from “Art is a drag: el arte de la performance”, a lecture given by Lolo y Lauti on 20 November 2018 at MAC
Panamá.
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Lolo y Lauti, Drácula III, 2021, three-channel video, three television screens with iron frames and six candles,
138 x 308 x 33 cm.
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The third thing I learned from them is how they use humour as an exercise in
irreverence, partying, loving and destabilizing certainties. Humour as “a tool to
address issues like sexuality, drugs, death and art.”9 I would say that is it an ethical
and even queer humour.

9

Op. cit., https://loloylauti.com/information
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Lolo y Lauti, Escape de la dimensión diminuta (Escape from the tiny dimension), 2020, aluminium and iron
structure, television screen and multimedia player, 170 x 50 x 50 cm.
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The spectacular overture of Bizet’s opera, with its spirited, festive and cheerful music,
is also the beginning of Lolo y Lauti’s Carmen. But, apart from that, their version of
the opera does not follow the plot of the original. In fact, it does not follow any formal
or narrative plot. It has another kind of logic. The film focuses on the very process
of making it: on the interviews, on the rehearsals and on what generally takes place
behind the scenes. At the same time, it points to the elaborate, ritualist, seductive,
exaggerated (monstrous), performative, nocturnal and hyper-extravagant combinatory
art of the drag queens. Art is to don a disguise and to remove it. To create illusions
and to shatter them.

The camera in this film by Lolo y Lauti (and Rodri) is another game of mirrors: a kind
of metaphor in continuous metamorphosis. It’s another Carmen! It reveals and hides.
It is protean, provocative, bizarre and hilarious. It rambles, splits, darkens, flickers,
expands, compresses and multiplies. The shots, sequences and special effects—like
the artists on stage—subvert any clear-cut identity. They captivate while at the same
time showing their seams.

The intention of this Carmen can be gleaned right from the beginning of the videoopera: to pay homage, from Panama, to the grand art of drag-queenism and to the
community that came into being from its countercultural practice. After all, as Esther
Newton argued and Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick further endorsed, “drag is less a single
kind of act than a heterogeneous system, an ecological field”, whose relationships
are defined internally within this social and spatial field, as much as by the norms of
the dominant culture it challenges.10

10

See Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick (2003), Touching Feeling: Affect, Pedagogy, Performativity, Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 9.
Also see: Esther Newton (1972), Mother Camp: Female Impersonators in America, Chicago: University of Chicago Press.
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Lolo y Lauti, Frozen 2, 2021, customized Coca-Cola Light bottles, polyester resin, acrylic and MDF, 40 x 165 x 40 cm.
| Photo: Florencia Lista.
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I doubt whether Lolo y Lauti are interested in manifestos. The artists are too open
and inclusive. But, for that very reason, their art seems to pay homage to Yvonne
Rainer’s No Manifesto, only the other way round:

Yes to spectacle.
Yes to virtuosity.
Yes to transformations and magic and make-believe.
Yes to the glamour and transcendency of the star image.
Yes to the heroic.
Yes to the anti-heroic.
Yes to trash imagery.
Yes to involvement of performer or spectator.
Yes to style.
Yes to camp.
Yes to seduction of spectator by the wiles of the performer.
Yes to eccentricity.
Yes to moving or being moved.11

11

See Yvonne Rainer (1965), “Some retrospective notes on a dance for 10 people and 12 mattresses called Parts of Some Sextets,
performed at the Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford, Connecticut, and Judson Memorial Church, New York, in March, 1965”, T
he Tulane Drama Review, 10(2), 168-78.
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Lolo y Lauti, La casa del teatro (Theater House, detail), 2021, costumes (Ah, pero anoche...),
paper, cardboard and foil hats; doll (Drácula III), tazas y galera (La One), at exhibition Localidades
agotadas, 2021, curated by Raúl Flores, Barro gallery, Buenos Aires.

The fourth thing I learned from them (I’ve inventing the order) is their fascination
with the infinitely transformative power of bodies and their disobedient, erotic,
playful, poetic and political relationship with other bodies. Their theatricality.
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Lolo y Lauti, Mundo Fever, 2021 single-channel video installation, projection on MDF screen,
carpet, metal stands, 700 x 400 x 300 cm.

Despite being born before and just around the end of the bloody military
dictatorship, the performers and conceptualists of Lolo y Lauti’s generation
possess, as Roberto Jacoby claims, a strong “family bond” with three phases of
a past that transgressed institutional art: 1. In the 1960s and 70s, young artists
introduced the historical avant-gardes into popular culture, the streets, alternative
spaces, political action (“Tucumán Arde”) and into the mix of different disciplines;
2. During the turbulent decade of the 1980s, in the middle of the dictatorship, a
key strategy for resistance was “joy” (Jacoby once again). Danceable museums
proliferated, as did shows at the Rojas gallery and the precarious self-run spaces of
artist groups, rockers and people from experimental theatre; 3. No less meaningful
was the prolific, daring conceptualist and underground scene that sprung up in the
mid-nineties and the beginning of the new century.12
12

See Ana Longoni (1993), “Arte y violencia en los últimos años sesenta. Entre la representación y la acción” in Arte, sociedad, cultura
e identidad: I Jornada de Sociología y Antropología del Arte, Buenos Aires: Instituto de Arte Argentino y Latinoamericano,
Facultad de Filosofía y Letras, UBA; A. Longoni, ed. (2011) El deseo nace del derrumbe. Roberto Jacoby: acciones, conceptos,
escritos, Barcelona: Ediciones de La Central; and Francisco Lemus (2020), “Conceptualismo adolescente/Conceptualismo
didáctico” in Orgullo y prejuicio: arte en Argentina en los 90 y después, Buenos Aires: Nora Fisch,
http://norafisch.com.ar/conceptualismo-adolescente-conceptualismo-didactico
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https://vimeo.com/304520211/6556782788

By the time the Supreme Leader of China finally boarded his plane, it was already
late and the traffic jam was colossal and what was usually a fifteen-minute journey
to get to MAC took us two hours. We were able to see sensational drag queens
perched on their high heels, getting out of cars and buses stuck in the bottleneck,
and walking the rest of the way to MAC to get there quicker.

Little by little, the museum gradually filled up until no more could fit in, largely
with people who had never set foot in the museum before. Finally, the director
welcomed the audience, the deputy mayor reiterated her solidarity with the LGTBQ+
community, Lolo y Lauti expressed their gratitude and gave a brief summary of their
time in Panama, Jamie Fraimpark spoke on behalf of the cast, Rodri said hello and
the lights were turned down.

On the largest wall of the largest hall in the museum, with the aid of a powerful
projector invented to show astrophysical phenomena (on loan), over two hundred
people sitting on the floor were able to experience, between screams, tears and
laughter, something really bigger than life.
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Lolo y Lauti
Lolo and Lauti (Buenos Aires, 1980 and 1986) are a duo of artists who have
been working together since 2011. Their work includes performance, video,
sculpture, installations, and photography, and is presented in formats ranging
from museum exhibitions to opera, social networks, and virtual reality. Lolo and
Lauti claim humour as an autonomous experience and a tool to address issues
such as sexuality, drugs, death, and art. Their main operation is appropriation, a
strategy shared by contemporary art and the Argentinean spectacle. They have
shown their work in museums, galleries and festivals throughout Latin America
and Europe. They are the founders and curators of Perfuch, the largest annual
performance festival in Argentina.

Adrienne Samos
Panamanian editor, curator, art critic and translator, she co-founded (together
with Alberto Gualde) and directed the magazine Talingo (1993-2006), which
was awarded the Prince Claus Prize in 2002. She chairs ARPA, an organisation
that promotes culture and contemporary art, and the Sarigua publishing house.
She has organised symposia, workshops and educational programmes, curated
exhibitions in Latin America and Spain, and written essays on art, culture, and
literature. She is the author of the book Divorcio a la panameña. Saltos y
rupturas en el arte de Panamá: 1990-2015 (TEOR/Ética, San José, 2016),
among others.
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Helen Acosta
Artist project
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A

s the Pre-Socratic philosopher Anaxagoras said: “Things which are seen give
us the power of seeing the invisible.”1

The series to which the Así como antes (Still the same) galaxy belongs was made
with the cooperation of the Institute for Particle Physics and Astrophysics at ETH
Zürich. The Cosmic Structure Formation is a group of doctoral and postdoctoral
Astrophysics students established in 2016 as a part of the Swiss National Science
Foundation Professorship Grant to work on a project called “From Cosmic Web to
Galaxies: Illuminating the Gaseous Link between the Dark and the Bright Universe.”
They have researched and worked together for years to make the invisible visible
through simulations with artificially created light. By means of a computer program
written specifically for this goal and mathematical calculations, they artificially
throw light on parts of the universe that are dark, combining theoretical and
numerical methods of radiation and hydrodynamics and casting light where none
exists, lighting up stars, cumuli, nebulae and galaxies previously submerged in
darkness.

Así como antes (Still the same). Thread on velvet, 130 x 140 cm, 2020. Photo: Leni O.
1

Anaxagoras (499 - 427 BC), Greek philosopher from Clazomenae, friend of Pericles. Attributed.
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The idea of galaxies of thread on dark blue velvet came about from an accumulation
of memories of my childhood in Gran Canaria: for me, the sea lapping against the
shores of the island was not horizontal, but vertical. These liquid masses were
blue walls that closed me in. And the only direction in which you could escape was
always upwards, towards the stars.
With silk and cotton threads on velvet, I weave that memory and desire to flee
vertically with the ancient tradition of embroidery in the Canary Islands, playing
at crossing the vast expanse of the universe with my needle, breaking it open and
making it mine a little, embroidering closeness and faraway at the same time,
embroidering the sometimes visible of the universe that makes us insignificant in
comparison and perhaps a little invisible.

Alud (Avalanche). Thread on velvet, 130 x 90 cm, 2021. Photo: Celia Zehtgruber.
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Pitusa. Thread on velvet, 130 x 90 cm, 2021. Photo: Leni O.

During the first lockdown for the pandemic, the galaxies of thread took on a whole
new dimension: the restrictions in place forced us to stay locked up at home. In
Zürich, in Switzerland, where I live and where the restrictions were not so draconian,
I received images of my family back on the island, of whole cities in lockdown, of
thousands of people confined in their homes, in buildings, under an empty sky
without the slipstreams of airplanes, a clean sky that day after day seemed to
expand in a different way and weave the arrival of night and, later, darkness.
The story goes that when the writer Julio Cortázar died in Paris in 1984, walls
around the city were scribbled with graffiti saying: “Julio, come back! What’s it to
you?” There is a passage in José Saramago’s The Cave that does not deal with
death directly, but the way in which people try to push the subject far away: “Let’s
hope I die before that happens (...), if only I was lucky enough to do the same. Don’t
talk about dying, Pa. The only time we can talk about death is while we’re alive, not
afterwards.”2 A lot has been written about death, about the most definitive of all
2

José Saramago, The Cave, trans. Margaret Jull Costa. London: Vintage, 2003, p. 22.
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escapes, or perhaps it would be better to say of all arrivals, if we were to look at it
the other way round. And, strangely, negotiating exactly how absolute death is or is
not is a relatively frequent subject in literature. Javier Marías wrote that death only
really belongs to those who have never been born: “Only the one who has never
been born belongs to it wholly, or rather the one who has never been engendered
or conceived, and therefore has never entered into time or passed through it for a
single second and will never have to disrupt it by leaving it.
The one who is not conceived is the one who dies most.”3

Nana. Scenes from video. Photo: Stefan Riebel.

The idea for the video Nana came to me from a passing comment by a member of
the family just after my grandmother died. We were in the corridor of the hospital,
just outside her room, and suddenly her fourth son, Peyo, said: “Maybe Nana
went that way... or maybe not...” Within the context of art, I follow and pursue a
conceptual focus: the idea is born and then takes root with reading, research and
many twists and turns, racking the mind. It is the idea that decides what material it
requires, what form it is going to take.
3

Javier Marías, Dark Back of Time, trans. Esther Allen. New York: New Directions, 2001, p. 133.
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Only the idea and what it “calls for” decides whether the work is an object, an
installation, a video, or so on. The words my uncle muttered to himself, wondering
about where my grandmother had gone after dying and, above all, in what direction,
stayed with me for a long time and eventually led to the idea of the video which
shows through a reverse google earth tracking the possible ascension of her soul
from the roof of the Perpetuo Socorro hospital, above the room in which she died.
Once again, and like in the case of the galaxies, an escape or a vertical arrival, the
invisible, the play of proximity and faraway, as well as the luxury and danger of
trying to work from and with silence.

Nana. Video. Projection on floor of the Tapetenwerk gallery, Leipzig. Photo: Stefan Riebel.

Whoever has family in rural areas of the islands will probably know the blessing
given when leaving home. In my family the blessing is spoken: whoever stays
says “I bless you”, and the person leaving takes the blessing, conferring them with
protection and good luck.
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When I was studying Fine Arts in Germany, the feeling of homesickness made me
miss the ritual of the blessing and pushed me to build bendicionales or blessing
machines. As Cortázar said: “But invisible things need to materialize themselves,
ideas fall to earth like dead pigeons.”4
Suitable for any home, they can be placed on the wall, preferably near the door. When
you push a button a mechanism is turned on that draws a cross with white light, first
from bottom to top and them from left to right, giving you a blessing.
Hinderk M. Emrich, Professor of Neurology and Psychiatry at the University of
Hannover was convinced that we keep looking for the past because it is incomplete.
Perhaps the blessing machines are also an attempt to search in the past and to patch
over a gaping hole with an art object.

Bendicionales (Blessing Machines). 19 + 1 AP; wood, light diodes, 18.5 x 7 x 7 cm, 2007. Photo: Courtesy of the artist.

When they delivered the bell I had commissioned to be cast expressly for this work,
the clapper inside that would make it ring was missing. With just a few days to go
before exhibiting it at the Baumwollspinnerei in Leipzig, I was panic-stricken and rang
the head of the foundry and he answered with implacable sincerity that he had read
my project carefully, and that it was going to be exhibited submerged in a tank of
water and that “if it was going to be silent because of the water, what was the point of
the clapper.”5
“Only those who were born on a Sunday hear the bells pealing, even when they are
submerged under water.”6 The bell silenced underwater, ironically by the medium
that would most enhance its sound, rings in the mind of the spectator. It is as closed
4

Julio Cortázar, Cronopios and Famas, trans. Paul Blackburn. New York: New Directions, 1969, p. 78.

5

Phone conversation with Mr Letsch, head of the foundry.

6

Handwörterbuch des Deutschen Aberglaubens, Gruyter, Berlin, 1987.
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in by vertical water as the islands, and the chemical reaction with the metal means
that it is increasingly more covered by bubbles, tiny parasites of air, that lay it under
siege and transform it. And hidden inside the bell a bubble of air breathes, like a
concealed and secret sigh.
And perhaps, just like in art, life is like that: the most important thing is always what
you can’t see.

Sonntagskinder (Sunday Children). Object. Bronze, plexiglas, water. 200 x 65 cm. 2009. Photo: Stefan Riebel.
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Helen Acosta
Originally from Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, she studied Translation and
Interpreting on the island and Fine Arts in Germany, where she completed the
Meisterschülerin with Verena Vernunft. Her artistic work, which pursues a
conceptual and consequently multidisciplinary approach, has been awarded
several times, for example by the Juta-Cunny-Franz Foundation of the Kunst
Palast Museum in Düsseldorf or by the German Ministry of Economics and
Technology. She has also been nominated for numerous German art prizes
such as the Agustinum Museum’s in Freiburg, the Lucas Cranach Prize, the
Young Academy’s in Berlin and the International Prize for Art and Design in
Halle. She has exhibited mainly in Germany: at the prestigious Baumwolle
Spinnerei in Leipzig, at the Kestnergesellschaft Hannover and at numerous
galleries in Berlin such as the Grimm Museum, the Kunstverein Neukölln, Haus
am Kleistpark or at the Rudolf-Scharpf Gallery of the Wilhelm-Hack Museum in
Ludwigshafen; but also in Switzerland, at the Kaskadenkondensator in Basel
and the Joseph Gnädinger Foundation in Schaffhausen, as well as in Cuba, the
Netherlands, Lithuania and Hungary. She is currently living and working in
Zurich, Switzerland.
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